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1 BBI Wheel BBI101

2 BBI Handlebars BBI102

3 BBI Forks BBI103

4 BBI Frame BBI104

5 BBI Seat BBI105

6 BBI Handlebar Grips BBI106

7 BBI Axles BBI107

Part Description Part Number

8 BBI Clamp BBI108

9 BBI Bearing Bushings BBI109

10 BBI Large Flat Washers BBI110

11 BBI Small Flat Washers BBI111

12 BBI Bearings BBI112

13 BBI Tools BBI113

Part Description Part Number

Balance Bike Parts List
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Assemble the front fork & handle bars

The headset consists of 4 parts. A large 
washer. 2 bearing bushings and a small 
washer. The small washer goes on the 
bottom of the head set and at the bas of 
the forks. The larger washer connects at 
the top of the headset.

Balance Bike Assembly Manual
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Push the 2 bearing bushings into the 
frame trube
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Put the small washer 
over the fork top and 
push the fork through 
the frame

Place the large 
washer on top of 
the top bushing 
bearing
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Place a black clamp 
over the fork top 
and put the 
handlebars through 
the fork top. Tighten 
the clamp
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Assemble the seat. 

Put the second black clamp 
on the frame seat pole. 
Keep the clamp at the top 
of the pole.
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Push the seat post through the frame 
and tighten th clamp
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Assemble the wheels

Turn the bike upside down
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Take a wheel and an axle
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Remove the end nuts, 
hooked washer and 
long washer and push 
the axle through the 
wheel. If the axle is 
unable to go through 
the wheel. There is a 
washer inside the washer inside the 
middle of the 2 wheel 
bearings that can me 
moved around by 
tapping the wheel.

Replace the long washer 
and inside nut and fit 
through the frame.
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Replace the hooked washer and put into 
the frame hole. replace the end nut and 
tighten.
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Please now go through and check all 
nuts, bolts and clamps have been 
correctly tightened
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